
 

 

You will produce a range of portfolio design work throughout the two 
years. 

In year 10 and 11 you will produce 2 portfolios and products of work. 
This will be internally assessed. These are UNIT 1 & 2. 

You will also be expected to produce a portfolio of design work and 
product in an external exam which will take 15 – 20 hours to produce.  
This is UNIT 3. 

You will always be assessed regularly assessed in a vocational context, 
alongside half termly reviews to test your knowledge, skills and 
techniques to help you improve your designing and manufacturing 
ability further.  

 

How is it assessed? 

 Graded Pass – Distinction *       Board: Pearsons/BTEC      Subject Leader: Ms Harvey  

YEAR 9 OPTIONS 2021 – YOUR FUTURE STARTS NOW

 

 
 

You will design and make 2D and 3D products 
in a range of materials. You will also can 
explore glass, card and paper. 

You will learn essential designing and making 
skills, alongside working with a design brief to 
meet the needs of a client. 

You will become confident to draw, design 
and develop your ideas into a 3D reality!  

 

Contact Ms Harvey    
Yvette.Harvey@ellisguilfordschool.org.uk 

‘You have to be good at DIY or working with materials to do this 
course’.  

This is not true – you must be willing and want to learn a range of 
new skills in textiles, fashion, graphics and resistant materials. All 
materials are explored and studied, and you will be expected to 
work with them all. 

 

‘I’ll pick design instead of Art because I do not have to draw’.  

This is not true – all Design courses require drawing skills and a 
willingness to try and develop this important skill further. The 
emphasis in Design is to make products and not artifacts. 

 

‘I want to become an engineer this is not the best course for me’’ 
or 

‘I want to work in the construction industry, this is not the course 
for me!’  

Both statements are not true. If you have a desire to work in a 
creative and/or practical industry, then this qualification is the 
best stepping stone to achieve your goals at 6th Form Collage on 
a Level 3 course or apprenticeship.  

If you enjoy researching, being creative and 
learning practical skills to develop new design 
ideas, then this is the course for you! 

You will be encouraged to think and approach 
your lessons like a designer.  

You must have a genuine desire to take part in all 
drawing, designing and making activities to create 
new and interesting products.     

You will learn the importance of being a 
responsible designer towards to the environment 
and users we design products for. 

Want to know more?  

Why Choose Art and Design Practice?

 

Myths  

What will I study? 

 Art and Design Practice   


